Panel Discussions Aid Tuition Rise

By Thomas Rabin

A student committee called a panel of Marist administration, including President John Ward, to answer questions about the cost of tuition and other aspects of the school.

The administration moved to clarify the "tasting line" as students probed for an explanation regarding the question of religious instruction. The students who gathered did not hear the question, but they did hear the answer, "We want to serve the people we are now serving, and that's our goal."

Mr. Alpert was present in the student's room to speak about the current situation of the school. He indicated that the situation would be continued for at least another year. While the cost of tuition is expected to increase, the school's financial situation is expected to be stable.

Robert W. Bernard, the director of the Marist library, was present in the room to support the administration's decision.

Continued on page 4

FACULTY NOTES

B.S. Degree and New Major

The faculty voted this past Thursday to award the B.S. degree in the Major of Science, Administration, in addition to the Bachelor of Science in Business Administration.

Continued on page 4

REHWOLD LECTURES ON POLLUTION

by Frank Denham

Society will not stand still and allow environmental disruption to go unchecked. In these words, Robert E. Rehwoldt, director of the Marist Environmental Department, began a spirited and informative lecture on the factors that influence the quality of our air and water systems.

Dr. Rehwoldt is perhaps the most influential figure in the Marist faculty in regard to pollution. As a consultant to Mayor Lindau and as a member of the Marist Environmental Department, he has been involved in the development of pollution control laws and regulations.

The new degree program in pollution control is expected to attract many students to the Marist Environmental Department.

SENATE PANEL ADVISES DEFERMENT

ELIMINATION

A Senate subcommittee, headed by Senator Edward Kenny, proposed that all annual deferments be eliminated, except for high school students and hardship cases. The panel recommended that the end of all college deferments during wartime, and an end to Selective Service examinations for fathers and men in certain crucial occupations. Senator Kennedy suggested in a separate statement the possibility of ending student deferments altogether.

Kennedy and his panel also recommended that a computer handle the annual random selection of draftees containing that the initial draft lottery, Dec. 1, resulted in heavy concentrations of early dates in some months.

Another recommendation of the Administration's Procedure Subcommittee has been accepted by the Supreme Court, namely, that potential reclassification of conscientious objectors be permitted. Previous to the panel recommendation, no Supreme Court decision, the panel said, had indicated antirest protests.

A panel suggestion of elimination of deferments follows Vice-President Agnew's writer's report on the Nation some time ago.

This faculty deems a serious mood as they consider the ABC News report on the situation since last May that the faculty had gathered for a vote.

The faculty also approved the granting of a B.A. with a major in Environmental Science. The concentration of majors for this major is primarily biological. The curriculum has a core of 12-20 credits in the area of biology, and an area requirement of 15 credits in the area of chemistry. This new concentration will be included in the major field requirements of the B.S. in Business Administration, with concentrations in Accounting, Finance, Management, or Operations Management.

The curriculum of this B.S. is composed of 44 credits in the core, a major field requirement of 33-42 credits, and electives of 34-43. The new degree differs from the existing B.S. in that the philosophy requirement has been replaced by 3 credit hours; the English requirement has been reduced by 3 credit hours; the 6-12 credit hours in languages has been deleted.

The new major will make the faculty instead of the School of Religious Studies will also revise its curricula.

The faculty will now recommend the implementation of this new major in all departments.

The Library will closely examine the issue of the School of Religious Studies.

This project is an example of the efficiency of the faculty. The library will continue the work of past years with consultation and cooperation, with the goal of a "liberal but also religious education."

The project has been a substantial approach of the administration and the faculty, and has been accomplished without any question, with the faculty division along the lines of the "humanities versus science" debate.

STUDENTS ASSAIL LIBRARY

A student at the committee meeting of the Marist Library was recently the target of some criticism from the faculty.

The library has been accused of not providing service to the academic constituency.

The library has been accused of not providing service to the academic constituency.

Continued on page 4
Art Display Depicts Clear Freshness

By H. Philip Fisher

The arrangement demonstrates the clear, natural freshness of the modern city. The glittering reflections of the lights of the city skyline create a vivid and colorful display. The scene is captured in fine detail, with every element of the city captured in a way that highlights its beauty and vibrancy. The viewer is invited to explore the art and admire its beauty.

Letters

Dear Editor:

I am writing to express my views on the importance of preserving natural beauty. The natural world is a precious and fragile resource, and we must do all we can to protect it for future generations. The beauty of nature is something that we can all appreciate, and it is important that we work together to ensure that it is protected.

Yours sincerely,

[Name]

Calendar Of Events

FOR THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 16-22, 1976

If you have an event that you would like included in this section, please contact us at least two weeks prior to the date that the event is scheduled to take place.

[Contact Information]

Wednesday, February 17

9:00 A.M. Retirement Program, Central States Gas Company

Thursday, February 18

2:00 P.M. Women's Conference, Central States Gas Company

2:00 P.M. Women's Conference, Central States Gas Company

Friday, February 19

6:30 P.M. Mid-Winter Dance, Central States Gas Company

Saturday, February 20

8:00 P.M. Two Women's Dance, Central States Gas Company

Sunday, February 21

2:00 P.M. Women's Conference, Central States Gas Company

3:00 P.M. Women's Conference, Central States Gas Company

Sports Writers

By John Robson

The sportswriters are a diverse group of individuals who cover a wide range of topics. They are dedicated to providing accurate and unbiased coverage of sports events and news. Their work is essential for keeping fans informed and engaged.

Photography

By Joe Schonfeld

The photographers are a group of talented individuals who capture moments in time. Their work ranges from candid shots to formal portraits. They are skilled in using various techniques to create stunning images.

CIRCULATION

By Jack Banks

The circulation team is responsible for managing the distribution of the newspaper. They work diligently to ensure that the newspaper is available to as many readers as possible.

EDITORIAL BOARD

[Names]

[Contact Information]
Art Display Depicts Clear Freshness

BY WILL FORD

The magnitude of the work is impressive, the more so because of the large scale involved. The paintings themselves are large, as is the case with many murals, and they are done in a realistic style that vividly captures the freshness of the subject matter.

Letters

Dear Editor,

I am writing to express my support for the planned mural project in the downtown area. The paintings will depict clear and fresh scenes of nature, which I believe will add beauty and vibrancy to the cityscape.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Calendar of Events

Dear Reader,

This week's calendar is filled with exciting events. On Thursday, there will be a painting workshop at the local art center, and on Saturday, there will be a music festival featuring local bands. Don't miss out on the fun!

Best regards,

[Name]

Refusal to Defuse

The war in Vietnam has been a topic of frequent discussion, with many calling for a "peaceful" solution to the conflict. However, the recent developments in the situation have made it clear that the war is far from over.

In this article, we will explore the complexities of the war and the challenges faced by those who are trying to bring about peace. We will also discuss the role of international organizations and the need for continued efforts to end the conflict.

Best wishes,

[Name]
Stonehill Ends Streak

BY JOE RUBINO

Coincidence is a funny thing. Our two biggest games this year (at least, our two most exciting games) were both played at Dاثus, Community College. Both times we've gone into the game heavy underdogs. Both times we've almost pulled the game out, forcing overtime, but we've both ended up broken out at a crucial moment. Both times our best and longest game.

On 10-04-11, Stonehill two nights ago was the perfect six-peat of consecutive frustration for our basketball team, as well as for me, as they ended it.

Whether they were justifiably or not, the fact remains that the 16 fouls called against the Pioneers in the second half proved to be the difference in the game.

But, although fouls provided Stonehill its championship victory, the reason the win was so sore after all the previous losses is that the Pioneers were able to make 25 of 26 free throws, with 17, mostly on long two-shots. Steve Dave led the losers with 15 markers. A week ago Wednesday the Foxes pulled off their biggest coup of the year in knocking off Monmouth College, 73-69, at Monmouth. With 3:15 to go in the game the Pioneers had made 66-60 in their favor. They never scored another point as Marist led by Brianne of Marist by 11 minutes, reeled off 13 pts in a row while Monmouth was in a state of shock.

The game was a see-saw battle that saw Marist up 38-35 at half time. But the Foxes went on a 7-0 run at the foul line with 23 to go for a 45-38 lead. 100 seconds (24 pts, 16 out of 30) led Marist, while Ed Halicki (11 pts and 10 rebounds) led Foxes in the second half.

In the 126th match, Lance Lewis scored just up 3 points but finally succumbed to Cesar Castellanos in 5:41. Renee Farrel in 1:14, while Marist then forfeited the 142nd match. Morgan Ragan also scored three, going rough as Drew's 150th. Cesar Castellanos, coming from behind, got in a 10-point lead before getting a 9-point 9-point lead. Before the game the Bally Milli got a very strong confidence boost with 98-92.

By working with ease and in steady fashion, the 158th, junior-Cinderella Marist lived up to the hype. The outcome of a round trip, the 17th, with 3:46 to go in the second period. From here on the match was over. Frontman Jim Lofland raised his record to 6-2-1, and set the pace for Fastbreak's overwhelming 177-13 victory over New Paltz Hawks Saturday night.

Mile Relay Races

BY K. Of C. Meet

Competing in the 15th Annual New York Knights of Columbus meet at Fowles Field on Friday night Feb. 6, Marist's mile relay team of 3:36.2, finishing eighth in a field of 12 teams, indoors due to the handicap event, hitting the tape at 3:33 while Manhattan College was second with 3:23.5 and Villanova was third with 3:24. The remaining teams in the event included Holy Cross, Providence, Kings Point, Merrimack, and Virginia University. Marist's foursome included leadoff man Steve Kopki (50 yd. handicap 49.8), Grant Hone (55.3), Jim Mc Mahon (55.4) and anchor-man Bill Lohin (54.7). Highlights of the meet included Villanova Men's Liquor's come on behind victory over William and Mary's and winning the mile run in a new meet record of 2:09.2.

John Carlos, representing the University of Michigan, won the 60 yard dash in 6.7. The mile was won by Tom VerHees of the Pacific Coast Track Club in 4:02. Artie Delano of Holy Cross took the 3-mile with a time of 9:49, followed by Ron Scroth of C.W. Post in 9:48. Two Metropolitan runners, Andy O'Reilly, formerly of Bishop Rockaway, and Patrick O'Hall, later at MIT, were both recorded as 1:03:5, both in the 440 yards.

Congratulations are in order to the leader of Leo House (second to new record) winning 5th place in the Holy Cross pentathlon, Gerry Ganey, and House Master Stan Hollis for what has to be the most productive accomplishment ever to come out of the dorms. Now only the next relay team, being the House System, maybe there would be more awards and less of a burden on the Vanity Club. There is no question that this group of men would be another, but a much more competitive and grateful loser. By the time this column is printed we will know if the group is ready for the Garden for the Garden track meet. As the last of the White House meet meets its arch-rival Queens College in the final meet at Fitzgerald Gym.

TUTITION from 1
Marist was the failure to publicize our changes. The panel declared that the theology department was denationalized but indicated that a multi-denominational approach to theology could be taken.

Frosh Click On Road

BY JOHN PETRAGLIA

Saturday night saw the Froshmen head out to New York City to face a usually strong rival, who they defeated 9-7 last year and took 9-6 at the record of a .94. The caliber of basketball in the first half was not up to par due to a number of turnovers, poor shooting for the junior-fores. However Marist stayed shored up due to the hustle of Mike Cash who hit for 6 baskets and added 6 rebounds for his first 1st half and the strong rebound of Jimmy Santilli, who pulled in a total of 24 rebounds, the most for Marist in a first half, a Marist leader with three 4, one 7, and one 8 at halftine.

The Frosh came out of the locker room eager to cushion the blow from last night and crashed the boards for 37 rebounds for the night and their shooting percentage went from 6 to 10. The Marist boys started adding up as Ed Reilly dropped in 16 pts, Jeff Leonard added 14 pts, John Landy's "Patton Face" had 32 pts, he had field goals and free throws, Jim Nez added 14 from the Free Throw Line. Jim Nez added 14 pts, John Landy added 19 with 17 pts each while Ed Reilly added 14 points.

Two days earlier Marist visited Manhattan and came up with a 87-79 win. Jim Martell was the man to do a 19-point rebounding as he had 20 for the

Valiance in just .41-Co-opt, Bill McGarr then proceeded to get Marist 28-20 lead. He then used Marist's Lester Lampere in just .36. Heavyweight John Redmond gained a forfeit to clinch the 30-20 win.

On Friday week the grapple met another front. Only two grapple postions in the loss. Jim Lawry took a 15-2 decision from Ollie Crellis in 3:00. Bill McMillan placed Alex Gutierrez in 1:24. One promising note was the return of heavyweight John Redmond. Just recovered from a serious injury. The grapple showed good promise. The freshmen made a 13-12 decision to Stu Stewart. However the hopefuls of the match laid in two big losses. The loss to 34 points. Ollie Crellis. Mr. O. Crellis, just recovered from a broken hand. Rico Veliz, a 142 lb. freshman, has signified in his shoulder. Both men are out for the season. March is evidenced in the Drew match, with the other-a-year weight loss.

In another match for the grapple, who met New Paltz Froshmen last night, will be facing in New Jersey against Seton Hall.

Field Stuff

BY DON DUFFY

BIT'S-N-PIECES

When the Vanity nailing down its third straight conference win against Kings, it sets the stage for the big confrontation against Dowling on Saturday. Dowling has been good but has only lost one game this year. Dowling has the big-home court advantage and should be too much for Marist hopscotchers who have just began to discover how good they really are. As long as we can get a 5-point lead at St. Curridan did it again breaking his career high against New Paltz (4 points). When he was in the schedule he had a 13-point lead. It was a 5-point lead at a standing ovation. Not really, it seems when Dennis gets to play everybody loves. Could have broken his record was so excited that no one was picked from Marist in the pro-football draft. Bill believes San Diego will take Dennis at a 15th round, maybe as a waterboy Bill or maybe the Newburgh Whirlights will pick you up as a free agent. Does Chatam, really exist. Time is WMCR on Tuesday night at 9:50. The Dinner, probably one of the greatest humans alive...it has been described as eating in your house and get it robbed. Ask Moe, room 307C. I'd like to get one myself. I think they would like you for all one can suggest. I'm just one of them. I think one thing I like about MOTH men, they are quick to react. Congratulations to our new Sports Editor, Howard Coeill. Thank God for the Dino as he is the best ever. The game has ended. Poor gathorise, it's like Pepton Place...Be good, Love Duff.